
irtembering in speaking of salaries
that he pays everything put of that
amount) he did not get $200 but
$190. In other words he paid the
manager $10 for the privilege of

. earning the balance and making mo-ue- y

for the theater besides.
The money began to pour in so

fast and mounted up so quickly that
the dollar hounds in the market place
began to scent the odor of more
money. Presently the-- theater own-
ers were forced out of this market
place, the sharks started the present
booking office system to which the
theater owning managers had to pay
tribute in the "form of a booking fee
for the privilege of engaging actors
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and to which the actor had to pay
five per cent of his weekly salary as
commission. Thus the booking
office got the money goinjfand com-
ing. The managers who owned only
one or two houses were little by little
driven into subjection and the vaude-
ville trust's boa constrictor wound
its first coil around the actor's neck.
Try as he would he could .not shake
off the serpents deadly grip.

The booking office heads having
seen how easy it was to get five per
cent out of the men who made the
business possible immediately set out
to get all there was and as the first
step called into existence the per-

sonal agent who appears before you
tomorrow.
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MEN EROM EUROPEAN TRENCHES GET FIRST

' VIEW OF NEW YORK
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This picture shows French Cana- - first view of New York as their ship
dian soldiers, direct frorrvthe trench- - arrived. The soldiers will visit thet;
es on leave for 21 days, getting their i homes in Canada.
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